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预展时间：
2020 年 02 月 29 日 - 3 月 01 日
10:30 AM - 6 PM
拍卖时间：
2020 年 03 月 02 日
6:00 PM ( 多伦多当地时间）
地址：
8333 Kennedy Rd.,
Unit 28-31(P1),
Markham, ON L3R 1J5
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002
百宝嵌黑漆小柜四个
FOUR JADE INLAID BLACK-LACQUER CABINETS
估价：$50 - $100
The four two-door cabinets inlaid with jade stones, revealing
flowers, birds and figures, respectively, the tops and margins
painted with floral and scrolling patterns. 61cmx 31cm x
91.5cm
起拍：$50

001
硬木餐桌一套九件
A HARDWOOD DINING TABLE SET

004
晚清酸枝木小柜
SUANZHI
WOOD BOX,
LATE QING

估价：$50 - $100
the table accompanied by eight chairs. Table: H: 78cm without
glass. D: 133cm, Chair: H: 94cm

估价：$50 - $100
Composed of three
drawers at the top
and one storge
compartment at
the bottom. H:33cm
W:30cm

起拍：$50

起拍：$50

003
硬木圆几两个
TWO HARDWOOD ROUND TABLES

估价：$50 - $100
The round top with a drawer supported on a tripod
foot. H: 63cm &64cm
起拍：$50

005
民国酸枝木套几
SET OF THREE CHINESE
ROSEWOOD NESTING
TABLES, REPUBLICAN
估价：$50 - $100
Bamboo styled rectangular
nesting tables. Corner carved
with bamboo leaves. Legs
connected with stretchers.
H:32cm
起拍：$50

006
硬木梳妆台
CHINESE HARDWOOD DRESSING
TABLE

估价：$50 - $100
the table composing an oviod mirror, one drawer
in the middle, two drawers on the left side, 98cm x
53.5cm x 140cm
起拍：$50
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007
硬木卷头案
CHINESE HARDWOOD ALTAR TABLE

估价：$50 - $100
Of rectangular shape, legs joined by stretchers, the apron pierced
with shou and scrolling patterns. 118.5cm x 43cm x 84cm
起拍：$50

008
硬木翘头案
CHINES HARDWOOD ALTAR TABLE

估价：$50 - $100
the top of a floating panel tongue-and-grooved to the frame
with shaped everted flanges, supported on round legs joined
by stretchers. 126cm x 40cm x 86.5cm
起拍：$50

009
硬木床头柜一对
A PAIR OF HARDWOOD NIGHTSTANDS
估价：$50 - $100
A pair of hardwood nightstands in square shape,
divided into three levels with four drawers each,
50.5cm x 50.5cm x 56cm
起拍：$50

010
骨雕花鸟纹榆木立柜
ELMWOOD CABINET

估价：$50 - $100
A rectangular elmwood cabinet, supporting by four
square feet, attached with two single panel doors, the
doors decorated with bufferflies, dragonflies, megpies
and tree branches, inlaid with bones, 59cm x 179 cm
x109cm
起拍：$50
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011
榆木立柜
ELMWOOD CABINET

估价：$50 - $100
A rectangular elmwood
cabinet, supporting by four
square feet, attached with two
single panel doors, the metal
panel with a lock, the cabinet
divided into two levels, 185cm
x 102cm x 60cm
起拍：$50

012
榆木猫柜
ELMWOOD COMBINED OPEN
SHELF CABINET

估价：$50 - $100
An elmwood combined open shelf
cabinet consists of top and bottom parts,
the top part doors decorated in open
bars shapes, and the bottom part is a
storage cabinet, 103cm x 50cm x 175cm
起拍：$50

014
20 世纪早期 硬木储物柜
HARDWOOD LOW STORAGE CABINET
EARLY 20TH C.
013
20 世纪早期 硬木顶箱柜
LARGE HARDWOOD COMPOUND CABINET EARLY 20TH
C.

估价：$50 - $100
Constructed with a top cabinet and a lower and larger cabinet supported
on four legs, the top and lower cabinet both with a pair of hinged doors
and metal plates with suspending door pulls, the lower cabinet isdivided
into two drawers and two sections, 185cm x 100cm x 50cm.
Provenance: Private Toronto Collection, acquired from Pao&Moltke
Toronto during the 1980's
来源：多伦多私人收藏， 1980 年代购自于 Pao & Moltke 多伦多古董店
起拍：$50
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估价：$50 - $100
A rectangular form handwood cabinet, supported
on a solid wood base, decorated with metal dots
and plate with a lock receptacle and suspending
door pulls, the inside of the cabinet is divided
into fivedrawers, 86.5cm x 57.5 cm x 114 cm.
Provenance: Private Toronto Collection, acquired
from Pao&Moltke Toronto during the 1980's
来源：多伦多私人收藏， 1980 年代购自于 Pao &
Moltke 多伦多古董店
起拍：$50

016
红木小梳妆箱
ROSEWOOD MIRROR DISPLAY
BOX

015
20 世纪早期 酸枝木嵌大理石靠背椅
SUANZHI MARBLE INLAY CHAIR
EARLY 20TH C

估价：$50 - $100
A rosewood mirror display box, of
rectangle section with a pair of curved
handles on both sides, containing a
bust mirror and two drawers, 23.5cm x
30cm x 15 cm
Provenance: Private Toronto Collection,
acquired fromPao&Moltke Toronto
during the 1980's
来源：多伦多私人收藏， 1980 年代购自于
Pao & Moltke 多伦多古董店

估价：$50 - $100
A marble-inset Suanzhi chair, the back set
with one round shape and five cloud shape 起拍：$50
marble panels, 92cm x 48.5cm x 40cm.
Provenance: Private Toronto Collection,
acquired from Pao&Moltke Toronto during
the1980's 来源：多伦多私人收藏， 1980 年代
购自于 Pao & Moltke 多伦多古董店
起拍：$50

018
黑漆百鸟朝凤八扇屏风
PAIR OF BLACK LACQUER FOUR-PANEL SCREENS MID
20TH

估价：$50 - $100
A pair of black lacquer four panel screens, four panels for each pair, with a
total of 8 panels, decorated with pheasants, phoneix, mandrin ducks and
birds, in the theme of Hundreds birds worshipping the phoenix, 214 cm x
40.5 cm x 8.
Provenance: Private Toronto Collection, acquired from Pao&Moltke
Toronto during the 1980's
来源：多伦多私人收藏， 1980 年代购自于 Pao & Moltke 多伦多古董店

017
花梨茶棚
HUALI WOOD CURIO DISPLAY
CANBINET EARLY 20TH C

估价：$50 - $100
A Suanzhi wood curio display canbinet divided
into different levels of shelves, the bottom
portion has two drawers, 66cm x 20cm x 94.5cm
Provenance: Private Toronto Collection,
acquired from Pao&Moltke Torontoduring the
1980's
来源：多伦多私人收藏， 1980 年代购自于 Pao &
Moltke 多伦多古董店
起拍：$50

019
嵌螺钿硬木扶手椅一组六件
SIX PIECES HARDWOOD INLAID MOTHER-OF
-PEARL CHAIRS

估价 :$50 - $100
A set of furniture which consists of six pieces hardwood inlaid
mother-of-pearl chairs, four single armchairs and two double
armchairs, the back of the chairs all decorated with figures
and landscape scenes, single size: 58.5cm x 95cm x 45cm;
double size: 101cm x 128cm x 39 cm
起拍：$50

起拍：$50
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019A
清中期 硬木炕桌
A HARDWOOD LOW TABLE MID QING

估价：$50 - $100
A hardwood low table (kangzhuo), from Mid Qing dynasty, the mitered
frame inset with a single broad panel above a narrow recessed waist
continuing onto four legs, 29cm x 78.5cm x 48.5cm
起拍：$50

021
晚清粉彩弥勒佛像
FAMILLE ROSE BUDDHA
估价：$200 - $400
The famille rose figure depicts Maitreya
Buddha seated on a chair in long robe
with floral and bamboo patterns,
holding his foot in one hand and prayer
beads in other, laughing heartily in
happy expression, bottom "Fu Jian Hui
Guan" mark.H:30cm

022
鎏金景泰蓝双耳尊
GILT CLOISONNE VASE

估价：$200 - $400
In a pear shaped, rising from the short
foot. The cloisonne exterior decorated with
various color of Lotus patterns against gold
ground. Both interior and the base in blue
color. Shoulder flanked with two hanles.
H:17cm
起拍：$100

起拍：$100

020
晚清 粉彩观音连座 邓荣昌造
FAMILLE ROSE GUANYIN W/
STAND, DENGRONGCHANG

估价：$500 - $800
standing on a lotus flower base, wearing
a long flowing robe open at the chest to
reveal a beaded necklace, the face with
gentle smile and framed by a hooded
cowl, the inner base with a six-character
Dengrongchang mark H: 38cm without
stand
起拍：$300

023
清 三彩人物陶俑对
A PAIR OF TANG-SAN-CAI
CERAMIC FIGURES, TANG
DYNASTY

估价：$200 - $400
Two pottery standing figures on a
domed base. With black, jade and
amber color.H:33cm
起拍：$100
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024
清 粉彩财神像
FAMILLE ROSE TREASURE
GOD

估价：$300 - $500
Famille Rose God of Wealth
standing figure with hair. Left hand
is holding a ruyi and right hand
grabbing his belt. Robe with blue,
red, green and white color. H:66cm
起拍：$200

025
18-19 世纪粉彩鱼形瓷盖盘
FISH SHAPED PORCELAIN TRAY WITH COVER
18-19TH C.

估价：$1,000 - $1,500
Fish shaped porcelain tray with fish painted cover in orange
color. Interior with lake blue color. 37x19cm
起拍：$600

026
瓷公鸡与鹦鹉两对
TWO PAIRS OF PORCELAIN
ROOSTER AND PARROT
FIGURALS

027
清 金边仿木纹碗
ORANGE PORCELAIN BOWL WITH
PATTERN

估价：$200 - $400
Orange porcelain bowl with golden rim and swirls
估价：$100 - $200
Roosters are in blue and deep purple color pattern D:13cm
on a deep purple color stand. Parrots are
in green, yellow and red color on a camel 起拍：$100
color stand. H:15.5cm

028
晚清 竹编套瓷赏瓶对
CHINESE WICKER OVER
PORCELAIN VASE

估价：$200 - $400
The vases are porcelain covered
with wicker exterior in brown color.
H:20cm
起拍：$100

起拍：$50

029
晚清 矾红双耳花瓶 与青花茶叶罐
IRON RED FOO LION VASE & BLUE
AND WHITE TEA LEAF JAR
估价：$100 - $200
The first Chinese Iron Red porcelain vase with
two ring handles. Rising from a straight foot to a
waisted neck. Painted with three lions. Reversed
with Chinese calligraphy. The base with a fourcharacter Guang Xu mark.The second blue and
white tea leaf jar is made by porcelain in a
rectangular shape. With a floral and scrolling
pattern and a wooden cap. H:21.5cm H:14cm
起拍：$50
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030
十九世纪 粉彩茶具一套六件《大清光绪
年制》款
6 PCS CHINESE FAMILLE ROSE
TEAWARE SET GUANGXU MARK

估价：$200 - $400
The group compromising of a total of six
pieces famille rose wares including four cups,
one teapot, and one tray. Teapot H:9cm

031
创汇期 玛瑙猫巧雕摆件连座
CARVED AGATE SCULPTURE
WITH STAND

估价：$300 - $500
Agate carved cat and flowers in beige,
red and black tone. W:12cm
起拍：$200

起拍：$300

032
黄釉三足香炉 乾隆年制款
WATERPOT QIANLONG MARK
估价：$500 - $800
A yellow glaze tripod censer, the
globular body rising on three short legs,
overall applied with a yellow glaze, H:
起拍：$200

033
民国 硬木花卉瓷板插屏
A FAMILLE ROSE PORCELAIN PLAQUE
TABLE SCREEN
估价：$300 - $500
A famille rose porcelain table screen, the rectangular
plaque painted with lotus flowers, signed and
inscribed with the artist seal, accompanied with fitted
wood frame and stand, plaque: 19.5 cm x 28.5 cm,
stand: 36cm x 53.5 cm
起拍：$200

034
晚清 山水瓷板挂屏
A FAMILLE ROSE LANDSCAPE
PORCELAIN PLAQUE REPUBLIC
估价：$500 - $800
A famille rose porcelain plaque, with wood
frame and hook, painted with a landscape
scene, plaque: 35cm x 24 cm, frame: 54.5cm x
39cm
起拍：$300
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035
清 茶叶末釉三足双耳炉
TEA-DUST GLAZE TRIPOD INCENSE BURNER

036
民国 青花釉里红荷花杯对
A PAIR OF BLUE AND WHITE AND PUCE LOTUS CUPS R

估价：$1,500 - $2,000
A tea-dust glazed censer, of the compressed globular body
supported on three short feet, the mouth set with a pair of
hoop handles, accompanied with a box, H: 6cm

估价：$300 - $500
A pair of lotus-shaped cups both interior and exterior covered overall
with a pale green glaze suffused with a network of dark gray crackles,
lotus flower petals in puce color, H:14.3cm

起拍：$1,000

起拍：$200

038
明以前 酱釉小陶瓶
A BROWN GLAZE POTTERY VASE

037
茶叶末釉玉壶春瓶《应德轩博古制》款
A TEA DUST GLAZED YUHUCHUN VASE

估价： $300 - $500
Potted with a cylinder-shaped body rising to a flared mouth
rim, the exterior body covered overall in dark brown glaze,
the base is unglazed revealing buff body, H: 8cm
起拍：$200

估价：$500 - $800
Potted with a pear-shaped body supported on a gently splayed
foot, elegantly rising to a waisted neck and flared rim, the
exterior body covered overall in tea dust glaze, six-character mark
YINGDEXUANBOGUZHI within a double ring at the bottom, H: 15cm
起拍：$300
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039
明 黑铜佛座像
BRONZE BUDDHA
估价：$1,000 - $1,500
The sitting Bronze buddha left hand is holding an object,
right hand is rising to the chest with eyes closed. H:38CM
起拍：$500

040
明 铜真武大帝像
BRONZE ZHENWU EMPEROR

估价：$1,000 - $1,500
The sitting bronze emperor is wearing a dragon robe. Both
hands are resting. A turtle is lying benneath. H:27cm
起拍：$500

041
清 鎏金佛坐像
GILT BRONZE BUDDHA
估价：$2,000 - $3,000
The sitting gilt bronze buddha with eyes closed. Both hands
are in resting position. H:18cm
起拍：$800
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042
出口创汇期 寿山石如意
REPUBLIC EXPORT SHOUSHAN STONE RUYI
WITH BOX
估价：$100 - $200
Carved with flowers and fruits. L:35cm
起拍：$50

044
清 哥窑螭龙杯
GE-TYPE DRAGON CUP
QING DYNASTY
估价：$300 - $500
Sturdily potted of irregular form,
the body with celadon glaze and
covered with russet crackles.H:8cm
起拍：$200

043
青花大罐
A CHINESE BLUE AND WHITE
PORCELAIN JAR MING STYLE

估价：$200 - $300
The blue and white jar of tapered oval shaped,
rising to a cylindrical straight mouth, the exterior
body decorated with flowers. H:22cm D:14cm

045
晚清 民国瓷器一组
A GROUP OF FAMILLE ROSE CUPS AND BOWLS(19 PIECES)

起拍：$100

估价：$200 - $300
The group consists of 7 bowls, 10 cups and 2 cover boxes.
起拍：$100

046
古钱币一组
A SET OF CHINESE COINS
估价：$100 - $200
Varies Chinese ancient coins.
D:5.5cm
起拍：$50

047
清代妇女挂饰 烧蓝
SILVER ENAMELLED
PENDANT AND NECKLACES
估价：$300 - $500
A set of four pieces of jewelleries.
The first a silver necklace with
blue and coral beads with a
pomegranate pendant. The second
a silver enameled necklace with a
pendant engraved "Chang Ming
Fu Gui". The third asilver enamelled
necklace with blue beads and bells.
The forth a silver enamelled fish
pendant D:3cm D:6cm D:6cm D:6cm
起拍：$200

048
油酊茶盏
BLACK GLAZE TEA BOWL
估价：$300 - $500
Oveall covered with black glaze. D: 12.5cm
起拍：$200
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049
明 文倉帝君铜座像 连座
CHINESE BRONZE
ANCIENT FIGURE W/
STAND

估价：$1,000 - $1,500
the figure sitting upright, holding
both hands up to chest. H:19cm
without stand
起拍：$600

050
清 玉髪簪 玉摆件
JADE HAIRPIN AND JADE PENDANT
估价：$300 - $500
The first a white jade hairpin bottom carved
with a dragon. The second a green jade
pendant. L:15cm L:10cm
起拍：$200

051
三足铜炉 《天保九如》款
估价：$500 - $800
of compressed shape, flanked with two peach tree
stylized looped handles, the base with a fourcharatcter Tianbaojiuru mark.
起拍：$300

052
剔红刻花纹赏瓶 《大清乾隆年制》款
连座
CHINESE CINNABAR VASE W/
STAND,QIANLONG MARK MID
QING

估价：$5,000 - $8,000
The pear shaped vase rising from a
straight foot, carved with three panels
of landscapes and figures, on a floral
background, the base with a six-character
Qianlong mark.
起拍：$3,000
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054
清 刺绣两幅
TWO SILK EMBRODIERY PIECES
053
清 丝绸龙袍
CHINESE EMPERIOR SILK ROBE
估价：$1,500 - $2,500
Decorated with eight dragons and clouds on red silk. L:132 cm
W:160cm
起拍：$1,000

估价：$600 - $1,000
The textile of rectangular form with blue ground border, central images
of a blue ground thread with a yellow dragon above the sea, 56cm
x 81.5cm; The other one in yellow-beige ground, decorated with a
phoenix and flowers, 54cm x 82 cm
起拍：$300

055
仇英款 西清百美圖 設色絹
本 手卷 十九世紀
AFTER QIU YING (14941551)ONE HUNDRED
BEAUTIES
估价：$15,000 - $20,000
Handscroll, ink and color on
silk, bearing a signature of
Shifu Qiu Ying zhi and a seal
of Shizhou, Total Size: 45.6cm
x 765.8cm
Provenance: Flodins,
Stockholm (reciept)with a
letter from the National
Museum of History, Taipei,
18 May 1978, written by Ho
Hao-Tian. The letter stated
the handscroll is more than
one hundred years old. The
museum was commissioned
to mount the paintings.
Bonhams Chinese Works
of Art and Paintings, 2018
September 10 at New York
起拍：$8,000

题首： 庄严（1899 年 6 月 8 日－ 1980 年 3 月 12 日），字尚严，号慕陵，晚号六一翁，是一位古文物专家、艺术史学者以及书法家，
以瘦金体书法闻名，曾任国立故宫博物院副院长。
后跋：黄君璧（1898 年 11 月 12 日－ 1991 年 10 月 29 日），原名允瑄，本名韫之，号君璧、君翁，晚号米寿老人，广东南海禄舟人，
当代国画大师。与张大千、 溥心畬以“渡海三家”齐名。
姚夢谷（1912 － 1993） 詩人、書畫家，為台灣權威藝評家、國大代表，被聘為史博館研究會主任委員。
陈其铨，号奇川（1917.2 ～ 2003.12），著名书画家，曾任台湾东海大学文学院教授，广东嘉应大学客座教授，新
加坡书法研究院名誉院长，台湾弘道书艺会会长。
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Lot 57-68 香港戴国才教授旧藏

056
马朝龙书法圆扇绢本
MA CHAOLONG CALLIGRAPHY ON FAN
估价：$300 - $500
Calligraphy on silk with six seal marks and signature.

Born in 1917 in Guandong, the late Kwok-Choi Tai
took after his father, a venerated scholar from the
late Qing Dynasty, and the third ranked official in
Guangzhou province. Mr. Tai graduated from Sun
Yatsen University during WWII and majored in
Chinese literature and psychology. He later taught
at the College of Education for the Hong Kong
government until he retired in the early 1980’s.
The majority of the paintings from his collection was
acquired from the 1950’s to 1980’s and features
the works if the Southern Chinese Lingnan School.
简介： 1917 年出生于广东晚清学者家庭， 戴先生在二次
世界大战期间毕业于孙中山大学，主修中国文学及心理学。
他曾为香港政府教授直到 1980 年退休。 他的大部分收藏
是来自于 1950 年代至 1980 年代并且多数是岭南派画家。

起拍：$200

057
胡公寿（1823-1886）扇面九幅
HU GONGSHOU (1823-1886) FAN PAGES
估价：$1,000 - $1,500
1 Fan Leaf, 8 Round Fans, ink on gold paper, ink on paper.
Provenance: Property from the Estate of Tai Kwok Choi, Hong Kong and
Toronto
来源： 香港戴国才先生旧藏
起拍：$300

058
杂家书法册页
CHEN RONG, CAO SHOUKUN, YI SENG, YAO
LIXIU, ETC
估价：$800 - $1,200
6 Album Calligraphy Leafs, ink on paper.
Provenance: Property from the Estate of Tai Kwok Choi,
Hong Kong and Toronto
来源： 香港戴国才先生旧藏
起拍：$300
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060
居廉（1878-1904）设色工虫纸本四张
JU LIAN (1878-1904) FLOWERS AND BIRDS
估价：$600 - $800
The painting painted with morning glories, butterfly, dragonfly, and snails, signed
by artist, one seal, watercolor on paper, hanging scroll, 40cm x 87.5cm
Provenance: Property from the Estate of Tai Kwok Choi, Hong Kong and Toronto
来源： 香港戴国才先生旧藏
起拍：$300

059
黎简（1747-1799）书法册页
LI JIAN (1747-1799) CALLIGRAPHY
估价：$600 - $800
11 Calligraphy Pages, ink on paper.
Provenance: Property from the Estate of Tai Kwok
Choi, Hong Kong and Toronto
来源： 香港戴国才先生旧藏
起拍：$300

062
杂家圆扇八幅
MIXED HOUSE FANS EIGHT PIECES

061
居廉（1878-1904）居巢（1811-1865）扇面两幅
JU LIAN (1878-1904)JU CHAO (1811-1865)

估价：$600 - $800
8 Round Painted Fans, ink and color on paper.
Provenance: Property from the Estate of Tai Kwok Choi, Hong Kong
and Toronto
来源： 香港戴国才先生旧藏
起拍：$200

估价：$400 - $600
2 Fan Pages, ink and color on glod paper, ink and color on paper. Provenance: Property from the Estate of Tai Kwok Choi, Hong Kong
and Toronto
来源： 香港戴国才先生旧藏
起拍：$200
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063
黎雄才（1910-2001）山水
斗方 （无本款）
LI XIONGCAI (1910-2001)
LANDSCAPE
估价：$4,000 - $6,000
Landscape, color on paper, 43cm
x 31.5cm.
Provenance: Property from the
Estate of Tai Kwok Choi, Hong
Kong and Toronto
来源： 香港戴国才先生旧藏
起拍：$2,000

064
华嵒（1682-1756）和 爱新觉罗·永瑆（1752-1823）扇
面两幅
HUA YAN (1682-1756) AND AISIN GIORO
YONGSING (1752)
估价：$400 - $600
2 Fan Pages, ink and color on paper,
Provenance: Property from the Estate of Tai Kwok Choi, Hong Kong
and Toronto
来源： 香港戴国才先生旧藏
起拍：$200
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065
晚清 书法扇面七幅
CHINESE SCHOOL (LATE QING ) SEVEN
CALLIGRAPHY FANS
估价：$600 - $800
Group of 7 Fans, ink on gold paper, ink on paper, color on paper,0
Provenance: Property from the Estate of Tai Kwok Choi, Hong
Kong and Toronto
来源： 香港戴国才先生旧藏
起拍：$300

066
梁于渭（1840-1912）山水册页两幅
LIANG YUWEI (1840-1912) TWO LANDSCAPE
PAGES
估价：$400 - $600
2 Landscape Pages, ink and color on paper,
Provenance: Property from the Estate of Tai Kwok Choi,
Hong Kong and Toronto
来源： 香港戴国才先生旧藏
起拍：$200

067
虞臣 山水两幅 水墨纸本
YU CHEN LANDSCAPE TWO PIECES
估价：400 - $600
2 Landscape Pages, ink on paper, 31cm x 42 cm x 2.
Provenance: Property from the Estate of Tai Kwok Choi,
Hong Kong and Toronto
来源： 香港戴国才先生旧藏
起拍：$200

068
杂家扇面（清） 八幅
CHINESE SCHOOL (LATE QING )
CALLIGRAPHY EIGHT PIEC

估价：$600 - $800
Group of 8 Fans, ink and color on paper,
Provenance: Property from the Estate of Tai Kwok Choi,
Hong Kong and Toronto
来源： 香港戴国才先生旧藏
起拍：$300
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070
晚清 杂家册页
THREE GROUPS OF LEAF
PAGES
估价：$1,500 - $2,500
Composed of three booklets, 24 pages
in total, including paintings and
calligraphy. 25cm x14.5 cm each page.
起拍：$800

071
钱化佛（1884-1964）佛像 水墨纸
本 立轴
QIAN HUAFOU (1884-1964)
ANCIENT DEITY
估价：$1,000 - $1,500
The painting depicts an ancient deity
standing on ocean waves, signed by the
artist, two seals, ink on paper, 61cm x 30
cm
起拍：$500

069
清 张小蓬（1812- ？）花鸟 设色绢本
ZHANG XIAOPENG FLOWERS AND
BIRD QING
估价：$600 - $1,000
The painting is painted with a megpie
standing on branches surrounded by flowers
and rocks, signed Zhang Xiaopeng with one
seal of the artist, watercolor on silk, with
frame, 159cm x 38.5 cm
起拍：$300
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072
民国 席瑾华 山水水墨纸本
XI JINHUA LANSCAPES INK ON PAPER
估价：$300 - $500
Depicting mountains and river scene, with artist's signature and seal,
ink on paper, hanging scroll, 90cm x 38cm.
起拍：$200

073
刘奎龄 （1885-1967）狮子 设色纸本 立轴
LIU KUILING (1885-1967) LION
估价：$12,000 - $18,000
The painting depicts a lion is crouching on a grass, signed Liu
kuiling, with two seals of the artist, ink and watercolour on
paper, hanging scroll, 110cm x 34cm.
起拍：$8,000
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074
秦广治 金鱼 设色纸本 成扇 ( 紫檀扇骨）
A FOLDING FAN PAINTING QIN GUANGZHI

075
吴笠仙（1869-1938）书画册页
WU LIXIAN (1869-1938) ALBUM

估价：$600 - $1,000
Album leaf of eight pages, calligraphy, bamboos and birds, ink
估价：$1,500 - $2,500
A folding fan painting of gold fish and plants, signed by Qin Guangzhi on paper, 34cm x 23.5cm
with two artist seals and calligraphy on the reverse, signed by Huang
Guoying with two artist seals, ink and colour on paper, Zitan fanbone. 起拍：$300
起拍：$800

076
赵少昂（1905-1998）花鸟 设色纸本 镜心
ZHAO SHAOANG (1905-1998) BIRD
估价：$20,000 - $30,000
Ink and color on paper, with the artist's signature and three seal marks. 96cm x 46cm (without frame).
起拍：$8,000
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077
彭袭明（1908-2002）山水 设色纸本 镜心
PENG GONGMING (1908-2002) LANDSCAPE

估价：$1,500 - $2,500
Landscape, signed Peng GongMing with one seal of the artist, ink and watercolour on
paper, 28.5 cm x 92.5cm. Provenance: From An Important Hong Kong Collector
来源： 香港重要书画藏家
起拍：$800

079
汪亚尘 （1894-1983）九
如图 重彩设色纸本 挂轴
WANG YACHEN (18941983) NINE FISHES
估价：$2,000 - $3,000
Nine fishes, signed Wang
YaChen with three seal of the
artist, heavy watercolour on
paper, hanging scroll, 31.7cm x
109.7cm.
Provenance: From An Important
Hong Kong Collector
来源： 香港重要书画藏家
起拍：1,000

078
丁衍庸 (1902-1978) （莫一点旧藏）双禽 水墨
纸本 镜心
DING YANYONG (1902-1978) TWO BIRDS
估价：$1,000 - $2,000
Two birds, signed Ding YanYong with one seal of the
artist, and one seal of the collector, Mo YiDian, ink on
paper. 34cm x 69cm.
Provenance: From An Important Hong Kong Collector
来源： 香港重要书画藏家
起拍：$500
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080
汪亚尘 （1894-1983）虾 设色纸本 挂轴
WANG YACHEN (1894-1983) SHRIMPS
估价：$2,000 - $3,000
Shrimps, signed Wang YaChen with two seals of the artist, ink and watercolour on paper,
hanging scroll, 30cm x 121cm. Provenance: From An Important Hong Kong Collector
来源： 香港重要书画藏家
起拍：$1,000

081
汪亚尘 （1894-1983）鱼 设色纸本 镜心
WANG YACHEN (1894-1983) FISH
估价：$2,000 - $3,000
Fishes, signed Wang YaChen with one seal of the artist, ink and
watercolour on paper, 35.5cm x 70cm. Provenance: From An
Important Hong Kong Collector
来源： 香港重要书画藏家
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起拍：$1,000

082
溥心畬 (1896-1963) 山水手卷 设色绢本
PU XINYU (1896-1963) LANDSCAPE

估价：$8,000 - $12,000
Landscape, signed Pu XinYu with two seals of the artist, ink and watercolour on silk panel, 10 cm x 230.5cm.
Provenance: From An Important Hong Kong Collector
来源： 香港重要书画藏家
起拍：$3,000

083
顾云 （1845-1906）山水册页长卷 设色纸本
GU YUN (1845-1906) LANDSCAPE
估价：$3,000 - $5,000
Landcape, signed Gu Yun with two seals of the artist, ink and watercolour on leaf page paper panel,
11cm x 180cm.
Provenance: From An Important Hong Kong Collector
来源： 香港重要书画藏家
起拍：$1,500
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084
赵少昂 （1905-1998）花鸟 设色纸本 镜心
ZHAO SHAOANG (1905-1998)
MAGPIE
估价：$20,000 - $30,000
Depicting three magpies resting on the branches,
ink, and color on paper, signed by the artist with
three seals of the artist, mounted. 106cm x 34cmA
signed gift to Zhou Zhenhuan (1921-2006), who
was a student of Zhao Shaoang.
起拍：$8,000
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084A
陆润庠 （1841-1915）书法七言联 水墨纸本 立轴
LU RUNXIANG (1841-1915) COUPLET HANGING SCROLLS
估价：$2,000 - $3,000
Calligraphy on gold paper, with signature and two seal marks.32.5cm x
133cm each
起拍：$1,200

085
宋 龙泉窑三足小琴炉
LONGQUAN TRIPOD INCENSE BURNER SONG
估价：$1,000 - $1,500
A celadon tripod censer, the cylindrical body rising from three short legs
to a flat incurved rim, overall applied in celadon glaze, and suffused with
a network of crackels, H: 6cm, D:7.5cm
起拍：$600

086
明以前 龙泉窑直径瓶
LONGQUAN BOTTLE VASE BEFORE MING
估价：$2,000 - $3,000
A longquan ware bottle vase, of compressed body rising to
a tall neck, overall applied in light celadon glaze, suffused
with a network of crackels, H: 14.6cm
起拍：$1,200

087
明 青釉弦纹三足炉
CELADON TRIPOD INCENSE BURNER WITH
BOWSTRING PATTERNS
估价：$1,000 - $1,500
A celadon glaze tripod incense burner, supported on three short
cabriole legs, moulded with bowstring patterns on the body,
applied overall in light celadon glaze,and suffused with a network of
crackles, H:6.5cm, D: 7.9cm

088
明以前 湖田窑小杯
SMALL CHINESE HUTIAN YAO CUP BEFORE
MING
估价：$500 - $800
A small Hutian yao cup, overall applied in white glaze,
H:3.5cm, H:6.1cm
起拍：$300

起拍：$600
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090
清 碧玉小佛
A SAMLL HETIAN SPINACH GREEN
JADE CARVED BUDDHA
089
清 青白玉双鸟雕件
CELADON JADE CARVED DOUBLE BIRDS
估价：$1,000 - $1,500
A jade carving, depicting two birds surrounding together, the stone of celadon
with russet streaks, 7.5cm x 4cm

估价：$600 - $1,000
A small carved spinach green buddha, in a sitting
position, 4.1cm x 2.9cm
起拍：$400

起拍：$600

091
清 玉挂件三件一组
A GROUP OF JADE CARVINGS QING
估价：$200 - $400
This group consists of one carved fish, one
tubular bead, and one carved ancient figure
pendant, L: 5cm.
起拍：$100
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092
清 白玉童子执荷雕件
A JADE CARVED BOY QING
估价：$200 - $400
A jade carving, depicting a boy holding
a lotus flower, pale grey with russet
inclusions, 3cm x 4.5cm
起拍：$100

093
清 白玉莲子雕件
A JADE CARVED LOTUS QING
估价：$200 - $400
A jade carved lotus, the stone of pale grey
with russet inclusions, 4.5cm x 2.5cm
起拍：$100

094
木底座一组
A GROUP OF WOOD STANDS
估价：$200 - $300
A group of wood stands in a total of six
pieces, with different sizes and shapes, H:
15cm, D: 14cm
起拍：$100

096
清 金木镂雕花鸟挂件
GILT OPENWORK WOOD HANGING
SCREEN QING

095
清 白玉寿桃雕件
A JADE CARVED PEACH
QING
估价：$200 - $400
A jade carved peach, pierced
branches, the stone of pale grey
with russet inclusions, 4cm x 3.6cm

估价：$200 - $400
A gilt openwork wood hanging screen, intricately
carved with birds and flowers, 63cm x 9cm
起拍：$100

起拍：$100

097
明 饕餮纹六方铜瓶
LARGE BRONZE RITUAL WINE VESSEL,
17TH/18TH C.

估价：$500 - $800
Of flattened hexagonal archaic Gui form, flanked with
two flattened mythical beasts carved handles, the
bodycast in low relief Taotie mask and patterns on the
hexagonal pedestal foot. H: 32.8 cm
起拍：$200

098
19 世纪 水晶赏瓶连座
CARVED ROCK CRYSTAL VASE AND COVER,
19TH C.
估价：$800 - $1,200
Of hu-form crystal vase supported on straight foot with
two flanked handles, decorated with a circular key-fret
band on the neck, surmounted with an animal sculpture
cover, accompanied with a fitted crystal stand,cracks on
the vase. W:8.5cm, H:15.5cm
起拍：$300
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099
红釉梅瓶 大清乾隆年制款
OX BLOOD-GLAZED
MEIPING VASE,
QIANLONG MARK
估价：$2,000 - $3,000
The vase potted with a
tapering body sweeping up
to a broad rounded shoulder,
surmounted by a short
waisted neck and lipped rim,
covered overall with a rich
deep red glaze, the base with
six-character Qianlong mark.
H:26.5cm
起拍：$800

100
明以前 黑釉双耳执壶
BROWN GLAZE DOUBLE EARS EWER
估价：$1,500 - $2,500
Of ovoid form, the body decorated with dark
brown glaze with splash of yellowish orange
glaze, the shoulder flanked with two loop
handles and the a curved large handle, and a
short straight mouth, the unglazed basereveals
the buffware. H:25cm
起拍：$800

101
紫砂双耳赏瓶 任淦庭 (1888-1969) 刻 金鼎商标
AN INCISED ZISHA BOTTLE VASE REN
GANTING(1888-1969)
估价：$1,500 - $2,500
One Zisha bottle vase, the ovoid body surmounted by a short
waisted neck, incised with goldfish and calligraphy, moulded with a
pair of lion face loop handles, calligraphy incised by REN GANTING,
JINDINGSHANGBIAOincised mark at the base, H: 13.8cm
起拍：$600
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102
明以前 黑釉罐
BLACK GLAZE JAR
估价：$1,000 - $1,500
A Lushanyao jar, of compressed globular body connecting
to a short upright mouth and a circular foot rim, overall
covered in black glaze with brown splashes, the foot rim left
unglazed, H:9.6 cm
起拍：$600

103
清 蓝釉香炉
BLUE GLAZE INCENSE BURNER
估价：$800 - $1,200
A censer, of pear-shaped body with a circular foot rim, the
shoulder moulded with a pair of masks, applied with a blue
glaze to the exterior, the interior and base glazed white, H:
8.5cm
起拍：$500

104
民国 金鱼大花盆对 慎德堂制款
PAIR OF FAMILLE-ROSE JARDINIERES,
SHENGDETANG MARK
估价：$1,000 - $1,500
Each of conical rectangular form with a flared rim supporting on
four bracket feet, the body decorated with red gold-fish and green
seaweed, the base drilled with a hole surrounded by four-character
Shengdetangmark. 31.5cm x 22.5cm x 19cm
起拍：$500

105
明以前 青瓷执壶
CELADON GLAZE EWER
估价：$500 - $800
A porcelain Ewer, of ovoid body rising from a spreading foot to
a neck and covered rim, modelled with a gently curved spout
on one side and a strap handle on the other extending from
neck to the shoulder, theexterior carved with leaf patterns in
low relief, applied with a light celadon colour, H: 15 cm
起拍：$300

106
清 人物玉雕
JADE FIGURE CARVING, W/ BOX
估价：$500 - $800
Carved in the form of a standing figure,
wearing a long dress with the hair tied
up into a bun on the head, the stone of
celadon tone with russet inclusions. H:15cm
来源：鲍恒发先生旧藏
起拍：$300
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109
黄地红绿彩盖盒 大清乾隆年制款
A RED AND GREEN ENAMELLED
COVER BOX QIANLONG MARK

107
19 世纪 粉彩鸡缸杯《大清乾隆年制》款
FAMILLE ROSE CUP, QIANLONG
MARK FANGGU, 19TH C.

估价：$2,000 - $3,000
Finely potted with steep rounded sides rising
from a recessed base, painted on the exterior
with a boy approaching a rooster, a hen tending
four small chicks behind the rocks, the scene
further decorated withblooming peonies and
roses, inscribed with an imperial poem by
Qianlong Emperor, base with six-characters
Qianlong Fanggu mark, accompanied with a
fitted stand. H: 7.3cm
起拍：$1,400

108
清 粉彩浮雕执壶
FAMILLE ROSE MOULDED
FLOWER EWER

估价：$300 - $500
A red and green enamelled cover box,
decorated with stylised lotus flowers
amongst scrolling foilage, all reserved
on a yellow-glazed ground, the interior
is painted with green glaze, six character
QIANLONGmark at the base, D:10.6cm

估价：$300 - $500
The pear shaped ewer rising from a short 起拍：$200
straight foot, to a lipped rim. flanked
with a looped handle opposing the long
sprout, the body painted with floral
patterns.
起拍：$200

110
康熙 青花镶铜边碗
A BLUE AND WHITE BRONZE
MOUNTED BOWL KANGXI
MARK&P

估价：$500 - $800
A blue and white bowl, painted with
continuous landscape, metal mount on the
mouth rim, the base marked with a fourcharacter KANGXINIANZHI seal mark in blue,
d:12cm
起拍：$300
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111
民国 剔红紫砂壶
A CINNABAR LACQUER ZISHA
TEAPOT REPUBLIC PERIOD

112
青玉鼻烟壶
CHINESE JADE SNUFF
BOTTLE

估价：$600 - $1,000
A cinnabar lacquer zisha teapot, carved to
the exterior with floral sprays and continous
landscape scene, four character MINGUOJIUNIAN 估价：$300 - $500
the compressed body made from
mark at the base, H:7.3cm
celadon jade stone, H: 6.7cm with
stopper, W: 5.3cm
起拍：$300
起拍：$200

113
内画古典人物，套色料器鼻烟壶一组
A GROUP OF INSIDE-PAINTED GLASS
SNUFF BOTTLES
114
估价：$200 - $300
珊瑚翡翠饰品一组
This group consists of two inside-painted glass
A GROUP OF CORAL AND
snuff bottles, decorated on both sides with
JADIETE ACCESSORIES
ancient figures, and one green-overlay glass
snuff bottle, decorated with crickets on both
sides, H:8cm, glass stoppers.
起拍：$100

115
清 白玉子冈牌
A WHITE JADE PENDANT
QING

估价：$500 - $800
This group consists of a red coral pendant
with flowers in low relief, a carved coral
elephant, and a mixed of coral, jadiete,
jade and agate pendants, pendant length:
35.5cm

估价：$600 - $1,000
A white jade pendant, of rectangle
plaque form, carved ancient figures
and Chinese characters in low relief,
6cm x 3.8cm, weight: 64g.
起拍：$300

起拍：$300

116
清 白玉双面雕玉璧
A WHITE JADE BI DISC QING
估价：$600 - $1,000
A white jade pendant, of bi disc form,
carved grain pattern, D:6.1cm, thinkness:
0.9cm, weight: 98g
起拍：$300

117
青玉鏤雕一路連科紋鈕
CELADON JADE RETICULATED
'EGRET' FINIAL
估价：$4,000 - $6,000
Meticulously carved with reticulated
flowers, branches and cranes, the stone
of white tone with russet inclusions,
dimensions: 3.6cm x 2cm x 4cm

118
清 白玉苍龙教子带勾
WHITE JADE BELT HOOK QING
估价：$1,500 - $2,500
The semi-translucent white jade openwork
carved with a Chi-long confronting a dragon
head terminal, the underside carved with a
circular buckle, Length: 7.3cm
起拍：$800

起拍：$2,000
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121
清 窑变釉铜锣洗和水洗
TWO FLAMBE GLAZED BRUSH
WASHERS QING

119
清 粉彩山水人物小罐连盖，座《大清
乾隆年制》
CHINESE FAMILLE ROSE
LANDSCAPE FIGURES JAR W/
120
STAND
估价：$1,500 - $2,500
晚清 喜上眉梢粉彩瓷板挂屏
Painted with figures in a riverside
A FAMILLE ROSE PORCELAIN
landscape scene, the base with a sixPLAQUE 19TH C.
character Qianlong mark. H: 12.6cm
起拍：$800

估价：$500 - $800
A flambe glazed brush washer, of low
rounded sides incurved at the mouth and
supported on a low tapered foot, overall
covered in a purple and lilac glaze, D:
10cm, 8cm
起拍：$300

估价：$500 - $800
Painted with magpies, plum blossoms and
lingzhi H:32cm W:23cm without frame
起拍：$300

122
玛瑙鼻烟壶三个
THREE SNUFF BOTTLES
估价：$200 - $400
One snuff bottle overall in an orange tone carved with mythical
beasts; the other one covered in dark brown glaze and carved a
SHOU character and a SHOULAO, both come with a fitted wood
stands, H:6.8cm
起拍：$100
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123
六方山水人物纹漆盖盒
CINNABAR HEXAGON BOX
估价：$5,000 - $8,000
The cover of the box carved with a panel of landscapes and
figures, the sides carved with dragons and clouds. W: 55cm
起拍：$3,000

124
19 世纪 褐釉双耳香炉（大清乾隆年制）款
BROWN GLAZE DOUBLE EAR CENSER QIANLONG MARK
19TH C
估价：$800 - $1,200
A censer in a compressed form attached with two loop shape handles,
overall body applied with cream coffee glaze, six character QIANLONG
mark at the base, D: 8.5cm
起拍：$500

125
清 铜鎏金佛像带底座 清
GILT BRONZE BUDDHA, QING DYNASTY
估价：$1,000 - $1,500
The buddha sitting crossed-legs on a lotus flower base,
the left hand at front and the right hand resting on leg.
H:14cm
起拍：$600

126
清 铜双耳香炉《大明宣德年制》款
BRONZE DOUBLE EAR CENSER
估价：$1,000 - $1,500
The compressed body rising from a splayed base to a waisted
neck, flanked with two looped handles, the base with a sixcharacter Xuande mark. D:
起拍：$600

127
清 铜三足炉连盖，底座
A CHINESE TRIPOD INCENSE BURNER

估价：$1,500 - $2,500
"The ovoid body decorated with Taotie masks
with two loop handles, all raised on three
cylindrical feet, comes with a fitted wood cover
attaches a jade knob and a pierced wood stand, H:
21.5 cm without stand
起拍：$800
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128
明以前 双叶纹黑罐
BLACK GLAZE LEAF JAR,
BEFORE MING
估价：$500 - $800
The body rising from a short foot
with a broad shoulder rising to a
straight neck and rim, the shoulder
painted with two pieces of leaves.
H:25cm

129
19 世纪 墨地素三彩双龙耳赏瓶对
SANCAI PORCELAIN VASE
估价：$400 - $600
the body rising from a splayed base to a waisted neck,
flanked with looped handles, painted with archaic
dragon heads, covered with yellow, green and pink glaze
against a black background. H:19.5cm
起拍：$200

起拍：$300

130
窑变釉小天球瓶
FLAMBE GLAZED RED VASE
估价：$300 - $500
the globular body rising from a slightly
spreading foot to a tall cylindrical neck,
covered in a purplish-red glaze thinning
to a mushroom tone near the mouth
and streaked with milky lavender blue
stopping neatly atthe foot. H: 19.5cm
起拍：$200

132
清 德化白瓷观音坐像
（有修补）
BLANC DE CHINE
GUANYIN STATUE

131
19 世纪 烧蓝镶边玉盖盒
ENAMEL EMBROIDED JADE BOX
估价：$200 - $300
White jade jewellery box with colorful floral
paintings on the edges. 13 x 9.5cm
起拍：$100
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估价：$500 - $800
the sitting guanyin wearing
a loose robe, revealing the
beads on chest, both hands
resting on the right leg
with a hand scroll in the
left hand. Hand repaired.
H:30cm
起拍：$300

134
三彩赏瓶两件
TWO SANCAI VASES TANG
DYNASTY

135
玉石山子带盆摆件
SMALL JADE BOULDER

估价：$100 - $200
The first a vase of hexagonal baluster form,
overall in yellow glaze. The second a vase
in compressed shape, the front and the
reverse carved with floral patterns, covered
in yellow and green glaze. H:14cm

起拍：$200

估价：$300 - $500
carved in the shape of coral, of celadon
tone with russet inclusions, attached to a
dark green base. H:17.5cm

起拍：$50

133
鎏金木雕金刚像
GILT CARVED WOOD GENERAL
STATUE
估价：$500 - $800
A large gilt carved wood General statue,
standing on a base, wearing suite of armour,
H: 120cm
起拍：$300

137
钧窑碗
CHINESE JUNYAO PORCELAIN BOWL
估价：$500 - $800
Rising from a short straight foot, covered in bluish glaze. D: 19.8cm

136
清 青玉雕人物摆件两个
TWO CHINESE CARVED JADE FIGURES

起拍：$300

估价：$400 - $600
the first a jade carved two geese, of celadon tone with russet
inclusions. the second a jade carved figure, of celadon tone with
russet inclusions.
起拍：$300
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140
银饰两件一组 带证书
TWO PIECES OF SILVER
ACCESSORIES

138
明以前 均窑水盂
JUNYAO WATER POT
估价：$500 - $800
The globe lobed body rising from a straight
foot to a short lip rim, overall covered with
bluish glaze. H: 9cm
起拍：$300

139
清 绿松石鼻烟壶
TURQUOISE SNUFF BOTTLE

估价：$300 - $500
The first a silver bangle pierced with floral
patterns. weight: 52g L: 19.5cm The second
a silver dragon with a yellow gem stone
inlaid, comes with a MGI Appraisal Services
Certificate. Weight: 48g

估价：$1,200 - $2,000
A turquoise snuff bottle carved in relief
with a phoenix, accompanied with a
stopper, H: 6.4cm
起拍：$800

142
晚清 铜错金银人物故事香炉带原装座
A BRONZE SILVER AND GOLD INLAY CENSER
W/STAND
141
民国 紫檀人物雕件山子
ZITAN WOOD CARVED FIGURE
估价：$1,500 - $2,500
Carved a figure standing under a tree. H: 29cm
起拍：$1,000
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估价：$2,000 - $3,000
A Chinese silver and gold inlay incense bruner of circular
body, decorated with character story scene, accompained
with an original bronze stand, D:23.5cm, H: 7.5cm without
stand.
起拍：$1,000

144
酸枝底座一对
A PAIR OF SUANZHI WOOD STANDS
估价：$200 - $400
Of round shape, supported on five short feet. D: 15cm
起拍：$100

145
星光红宝石戒指 带证书
STARRUBY RING
估价：$1,200 - $2,000
One star ruby ring, set with an
oval-cut ruby cabochon, comes
with a MGI Appraisal Services
Certificate. D: 2cm, W: 8g

143
明 铜观音座像
A BRONZE GUANYIN FIGURE MING

起拍：$1,000

估价：$1,000 - $1,500
A bronze Guanyin figure, seated in rajalilisana, wearing a dhoti
open at the chest to reveal an elaborate necklace, both hands
are in vitarka mudra, the face with a benevolent expression, H:
24.5cm
起拍：$600

146
白金镶钻戒指 带证书
DIAMOND PLATINUM RING
估价：$300 - $500
decorated with 10 pieces of diamond, comes with a
MGI Appraisal Services Certificate. D: 2cm
起拍：$200

147
白金钻石镶嵌珊瑚耳环和戒指
A SET OF WHITE GOLD DIAMOND CORAL RING AND
EARRING
估价：$2,000 - $3,000
A set of white gold diamond coral earrings and a ring, set with an oval-cut coral
cabochon, coral diameter: 8.99 cm; 6.92cm, ring size: 8.91cm.
起拍：$1,200
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148
青花过墙龙盘一对
A PAIR OF BLUE AND WHITE
DRAGON DISHES

149
建国期 景泰蓝赏瓶
CLOISONNE VASE, 50'S

估价：$600 - CA$1,000
Painted a dragon with a flaming pearl within
clouds. D:26.9cm

估价：$300 - CA$500
Rising from a straight foot, painted with
peony and lotus flowers against a red
background. H: 31.9cm

起拍：$400

起拍：$200

150
龙山文化三足鬲
LONGSHAN CULTURE TRIPOD POT
估价：$300 - CA$500
Rising from three tapering foot to a waisted
neck, made from grey pottery H: 19cm
起拍：$200

152
清 德化开片观音像
A BLANC-DECHINE CRACKLE
GUANYIN, QING

估价：$600 - $1,000
The guanyin sitting with
legs crossed on a lotus
flower base, and hands
holding together, applied
with white glaze suffused
with brown crackles. H:
21.5cm without base
起拍：$300

151
银胎鎏金麂一对
A PAIR OF GILT-SILVER DEER
估价：$500 - $800
Two deer with head point upright, four legs
tucked underneath the body. H: 5.7cm
起拍：$300
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153
青花釉里红鸡缸杯 《大明成化年制》款 连盒
UNDERGLAZED-BLUE AND COPPERRED CUP, CHENGHUA MARK
估价：$6,000 - $10,000
Rising from a straight foot to a everted rim, exterior
painted with four roosters, interior painted with
one rooster, the base with a six character Chenghua
mark. D: 8.2cm
起拍：$4,000

154
青花梵文高足杯 《大清乾隆年制》款
BLUE AND WHITE SANSKRIT
STEMCUP, QIANLONG MARK

估价：$10,000 - $15,000
Rising from a tall, spreading foot, decorated
with lotus flowers and SANSKRIT characters,
the base with a six character Qianlong
mark. H: 10.4cm
起拍：$5,000

155
晚清 粉彩大茶壶连座，盖
A FAMILLE ROSE TEA POT WITH WOOD
COVER AND STAND, LATE QING
估价：$300 - $500
A large famille rose tea pot, of globular body,
decorated with stylised lotus flowers amongst
scrolling foilage, all reserved on a blue-glazed
ground, flanked by a pair of curved metal handles
and spout, comes with afitted pierced wood cover
and stand, H: 20cm
起拍：$200
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156
出口创汇期 景泰蓝六角小赏瓶对
A PAIR OF CLOISONNE HEXAGON
VASES 50-60'S
估价：$100 - $200
A pair of cloisonne vases in hexagon form, the
exterior decorated with six panels of flowers from
different seasons, and the interior is painted with
blue color, H: 13.4cm
起拍：$50

157
158
高古玉玛瑙项链
老绿松石项链
JADE AND AGATE NECKLACE OLD TURQUOISE NECKLACE
估价：$500 - $800
The necklace composed of jade and
agate beads with various sizes and
shapes. Perimeter:68cm, Weight:
141g.

估价：$200 - CA$400
A turquoise necklace composed of mixture
of round shape and compressed globular
shape beads, perimeter: 60cm, weight:
236g.

起拍：$300

起拍：$100

159
青釉双兽耳三足炉连盖，
底座
A CELADON GLAZED
TRIPOD INSENSE
BURNER WITH COVER
AND STAND
估价：$5,000 - $8,000
A celadon glazed insense
burner in a compressed
form, rising to a waisted neck
to an everted mouth rim,
the body attached with two
moudled beast mask ears,
all supported on three short
legs, comes with a wood
coverand stand, H:1.5 cm, D:
21cm
起拍：$2,000
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161
清 童子戏金蟾玉佩（带证书）
CELADON JADE PLAQUE WITH CERTIFICATE
160
明嘉靖（1549） 青花鱼字瓷砖
PORCELAIN PLAQUE WITH CALLIGRAPHY, MING
估价：$3,000 - $5,000
Chinese blue and white porcelain plaque with the word "Fish" on it. Dated
1549, Jia Qing period. 33x24.5cmProvenance: H.H PAO's previous collection
来源： 鲍恒发先生旧藏

估价：$2,000 - $3,000
Of oval shape, front incised with a boy and a frog, the
reverse incised with a four-character Liukaibaizi mark, the
top with gilt mounts. 5.5cm x 4.5cm
起拍：$1,200

起拍：$2,000

162
清 青白玉山水人物玉山子
A CELADON JADE CARVED
BOULDER QING
估价：$10,000 - $15,000
A celadon jade boulder, of celadon white tone
with russet inclusions, finely carved pine trees
and figures accompanied with fitted wood
stand, 15cm x 9cm, weight: 1746g.
起拍：$5,000
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165
清 德化香炉宣德款
A BLANC-DE-CHINE INSENSE BURNER,
XUANDE MARK

163
白釉观音像
A WHITE GLAZED GUANYIN
FIGURE

估价：$600 - $1,000
A white glazed Guanyin figure sitting on a
lotus base with one leg hanging, and the
other one bended, the figure is wearing
a layered robe draped over softly rounded
shoulders and opening at the chest to
reveal a beaded necklace, the face with
a benevolent and peaceful expression,
H:33.5cm

164
白釉万字纹花觚
A WHITE GLAZED GUFORM VASE

估价：$500 - $800
A Blanc De Chine Censer, of compressed circular
form, with molded lion masks applied below the
rounded rim of the wide mouth with grooved edge,
and raised on a wide foot, XUANDE mark at the
base, D: 12.6cm, H: 7cm
起拍：$300

估价：$400 - CA$600
The vase is molded with ancient
Chinese characters, and megpie
and plum blossoms, overall with
an even, pale bluish-white glaze.
H: 25cm
起拍：$200

起拍：$400

166
龙泉碗
A LONGQUAN BOWL
估价：$200 - $300
A longquan celadon glazed bowl, of deep rounded sides rising
from circular foot rim, overall applied with celadon glaze
suffused with russet crackles, diameter : 16cm
起拍：$100
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167
龙泉双耳瓶
A LONGQUAN VASE
估价：$600 - $1,000
A small longquan celadon glazed vase, the pear
shaped body tapered to the base and sweeping
up to an elegant neck terminating to a flared
mouth rim, flanked by a pair of hoop handles,
evenly covered overall in aceladon glaze suffused
with russet crackles, H: 16cm
起拍：$400

168
晚清 青花水仙盆
A BLUE AND WHITE NARCISSUS BOWL LATE QING
估价：$200 - $400
A blue and white narcissus bowl, elongated hexagon sides
supported on four bracket feet, the everted mouth rim decorated
with a geometrical patterned border, 22cm x 17.4cm x 7.5cm
起拍：$100

169
晚清 青花长颈瓶 大清康熙年制款
A BLUE AND WHITE BOTTLE VASE KANGXI
MARK
估价：$600 - $1,000
One blue and white bottle vase, the ovoid body sweeping
to a cylindrical neck, the exterior decorated with a pair
of mythical beasts, the base inscribed with six-character
KANGXI mark in cobalt blue, H: 27.5cm
起拍：$300

170
18-19 世纪 鎏金木雕罗汉
LARGE GILT LACQUER WOOD FIGURE
OF A LUOHAN, 18-19 TH C.
估价：$15,000 - $20,000
A large gilt lacquer wood figure of a Luohan,
standing on a base, wearing a loosely draped
robe, both hands are holding scrolls, H: 97cm.
Provenance: Toronto Private Collection,acquired
from Minoro Saito, Saito Inc., Chicago, 1989
来源： 多伦多私人收藏， 1989 年购自于 Minoro
Saito, Saito Inc. 美国芝加哥
起拍：$8,000
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171
明 真武大帝铜坐像连木座
BRONZE FIGURE OF ZHENWU W/WOOD BASE
16TH-17TH C.
估价：$10,000 - $15,000
The warrior god seated on a throne, his elaborate robes covering
ornate armour with a large dragon, comes with a fitted wood base,
H: 44cm. Provenance: Toronto Private Collection, acquired from
Blackamoor Antiques Inc., New Orleans, 1995
来源： 多伦多私人收藏， 1995 年购自于 Blackamoor Antiques Inc. 美
国新奥尔良
起拍：$5,000

172
明 铸铁佛首
CAST IRON HEAD OF A BODHISATTVA 16TH C OR
EARLIER
估价：$10,000 - $15,000
With downcast eyes and stern expression, the forehead with a
deep furrow below a high chignon, comes with a wood base, H:
25cm.
Provenance: Toronto Private Collection, acquired from Minoro
Saito, Saito Inc.,Chicago, 1989
来源： 多伦多私人收藏， 1989 年购自于 Minoro Saito, Saito Inc. 美
国芝加哥
起拍：$5,000

174
粉彩百蝶图冬瓜尊连座 大清道
光年制
A FAMILLE ROSE
BUTTERFLY VASE
DAOGUANG MARK AND P.
173
17/18 世纪 竹纹双耳三足铜香炉 大明宣
德年制款
SMALL CHINESE BRONZE TRIPOD
INCENSE BURNER XUANDE
估价：$1,000 - $1,500
A small bronze tripod incenser burner, cast in
relief with bamboo sprays, upright handles
and lipped rim formed as bamboo branches,
a six character XUANDE mark at the base, H:
12.2 cm, Weight: 481g.
起拍：$600
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估价：$2,000 - $3,000
The vase is finely decorated in
bright enamels with a multitude
of colourful butterflies scattered
evenly around the surface.
DAOGUANG six character mark in
iron-red at the base, comes with a
woodstand, H: 13.5cm
起拍：$1,000

175
绿釉碗 大清雍正年制
A CHINESE MONOCHROME APPLE GREEN BOWL
YONGZHENG MARK
估价：$4,000 - $6,000
A Chinese porcelain monochrome apple green bowl, Yongzheng
mark and period, of ogee form, with straight foot rim, underglaze
blue six character Yongzheng mark to base, 14.4 cm diameter, 6.8
cm high.
起拍：$2,000

176
粉彩灵芝双耳尊连底座 大清乾隆年制款
FAMILLE ROSE VASE, HU W/STAND
QIANLONG MARK, REPU

估价：$3,000 - $5,000
One famille rose hu vase, Republic period, of archaic
bronze form, the pear-shaped body rising from a slightly
spreading foot to a waisted neck flanked with a pair of
gilt lingzhi formed handles, decorated withnarcissus and
lingzhi growing around rocks and crane, six character
QIANLONG mark in red on the base, H: 25cm
起拍：$2,000

177
蓝釉碗带底座 大清乾隆年制
BLUE GLAZE BOWL W/STAND QIANLONG MARK&
PERIOD
估价：$10,000 - $15,000
A blue glaze bowl, both the interior and the exterior painted in a soft deep
blue-glazing round the rim, six character QIANLONG mark in blue at the
base, D: 17.5cm
起拍：$6,000
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178
粉彩博古纹碗对 大清道光年制款
A PAIR OF FAMILLE ROSE BOWLS
DAOGUANG MARK
估价：$2,500 - $3,500
A pair of famille rose bowls, each painted with
'100 antiques' motif in roundels surrounded by
scrolling lotus, six character DAOGUANG mark
in blue on the base, D: 13.6cm
起拍：$2,000

179
元 龙泉小瓶三个
THREE SMALL LONGQUAN VASES YUAN

估价：$300 - $500
Three small Longquan vases, overall body applied in celadon
glaze, the unglazed base reveals the buff body, H: 9.8cm
起拍：$200

180
晚清 瓷器三件 乾隆年制 大清道光年制款
THREE PORCELAIN ARTICLES QIANLONG,
DAOGUANG MARK LATE QING

估价：$200 - $400
This group of porcelain articles consists of a pair of
famille rose bottle vases painted with landscape, four
character QIANLONG mark at the base, one famille rose
water pot painted with flowers, and waterfall, sixcharacter
DAOGUANG mark at the base, H: 13cm; D:6.8cm
起拍：$100

181
康熙 青花碗一对
A PAIR OF BLUE AND WHITE BOWLS KANGXI PERIOD
估价：$300 - $500
A pair of blue and white porcelain bowls, painted to the interior and
exterior with flower scrolls, the base inscribed with underglaze blue
mark within a double ring, D: 15cm
起拍：$200
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182
金䦅建盏
JIAN TYPE BOWL WITH GOLD MARKS
估价：$300 - $500
Of slightly tapering form, the exterior covered
overall with a lustrous black glaze thinning at the
rim, some gold marks around the mouth rim, the
glaze falling short of the foot to reveal the stoneware
bodyunderneath, D: 10.4cm, H: 5.5cm
起拍：$200

184
明 青花碗一对
A PAIR OF BLUE AND WHITE BOWLS MING
估价：$200 - $400
A pair of blue and white bowls painted with ancient dragons, double rings
around the mouth rim, D: 12.1cm

183
白瓷絃纹三足小炉
WHITE GLAZE TRIPOD CENSER
估价：$300 - $500
A white glaze bowstring patterns decorated with
ribbed bands around the body, the unglazed base and
interior reveal the buff body, D: 9.4cm, H: 6cm

起拍：$200

起拍：$200

186
元 暗刻纹龙泉碗三个
THREE INCISED LONGQUAN BOWLS YUAN
估价：$500 - $800
Three longquan bowls all painted with light celadon glaze, incised with
flower patterns, D: 11cm
起拍：$300

185
龙泉双兽纹罐
A LONGQUAN CELADON VASE
估价：$600 - $1,000
A longquan celadon glazed vase, of globular body
flanked by a pair of ancient beast form handles,
applied celaodn glaze suffused with brown crackles,
the unglazed base reveals the buff body, comes
with an original receiptfrom McLean Ribbehege. H:
10cm
起拍：$300

187
定窑小盏和印盒
SMALL DINGYAO BOWL AND COVER BOX
估价：$200 - $300
A small Dingyao bowl and cover box both applied with creamy white glaze,
D:10cm
起拍：$100

188
仿哥窑双耳炉 连座
GE TYPE INCENSE BURNER WITH WOOD STAND MARK
估价：$300 - $500
A ge type incense burner of bombe body flanked by a pair of beast head
shaped handles, the overall body covered with a soft grey glaze suffused
with an irregular network of black crackling, four charactersmark at the base,
comes with a wood stand, H: 6cm, D:10cm
起拍：$200
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189
清 青花山水水盂
BLUE AND WHITE WATER POT QING

190
民国文字茶壶 江西瑞祥瓷社出品
FAMILLE ROSE CHINESE CHARACTERS
KETTLE REPUBLIC PERIOD

估价：$200 - $400
估价：$400 - $600
A small blue and white water pot, of compressed
globular body, the exterior painted with landscape A small famille rose kettle painted
with Chinese poems, eight characters
scene, H: 4.8cm, D: 6.5cm
JIANGXIRUIXIANGCISHECHUPING on the base, H:
8.5cm
起拍：$200
起拍：$200

191
缠枝纹青花小盘对 《大清光
绪年制》款
A PAIR OF BLUE
AND WHITE DISHES,
GUANGXU MARK
估价：$300 - $500
the interior decorated with lotus
flower patterns, the base with a
six character Guangxu mark. D:
17.2cm
起拍：$200

192
纸币一册
A GROUP OF OLD NOTES
估价：$500 - $800
Total of 57 pieces, varied from republican
period to republic of China.
起拍：$300

193
白玉牌 连座
WHITE JADE PLAQUE, WITH
STAND
估价：$1,000 - $1,500
Of oval shape, carved with birds and lotus
flowers. L: 8.6cm
起拍：$700
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194
清 双耳铜炉
BRONZE CENSER, QING
估价：$500 - $800
The compressed body rising from a
spreading foot, flanked with two looped
handles, the base with a six-character
Xuande mark. H: 5.5cm
起拍：$300

196
咸丰宝通铜钱
XIANFENG
BRONZE COIN

估价：$300 - $500
The front carved with
Xianfengtongbao. D:
5.7cm Weight: 88g
起拍：$200

195
端砚带木盒
INK STONE W/WOOD BOX
估价：$500 - $800
The front incised with a dragon and the reverse with scrolling cloud. L: 15.5cm
起拍：$300

197
19 世纪 五彩八仙凤尾尊 大清康熙年制款
WUCAI EIGHT IMMORTALS BEAKER VASE KANGXI
MARK 19TH C.

198
晚清 粉彩龙凤纹天球瓶 大清乾隆年制款
A FAMILLE ROSE DRAGON PHOENIX VASE
QIANLONG MARK QING

估价：$3,000 - $5,000
A Wucai beaker vase, the rounded baluster body surmounted by
a tall cylindrical neck and a wide flared rim, overall decorated with
'eight immortals' scene, six character KANGXI mark at the base, H:
41.5cm

估价：$400 - $700
A famille rose painted vases, of globular body
with waisted neck, decorated with landscape
dragon, phoenix and floral patterns to the
exterior, the base with six character blue seal
markDAQINGQIANLONGNIANZHI, height 24 cm.

起拍：$2,000

起拍：$200
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199
清 霁蓝釉梅瓶 大清康熙年制款
A BLUE GLAZED MEI VASE KANGXI MARK QING
估价：$1,200 - $2,000
A blue glazed Mei vase with a tapered body and a bulging
shoulder decorated with an even blue glaze, six character KANGXI
mark at the base, H: 21cm.
起拍：$700

200
清 洒蓝釉描金寿桃纹将军罐
A CHINESE GILT DECORATED POWDER BLUE JAR
QING
估价：$1,500 - $2,500
A gilt decorated powder blue jar, of baluster body, painted with
peaches on blue ground, a double ring mark at the base, H:
28.5cm
起拍：$800

201
明 铜钱一组四枚
A GROUP OF ANCIENT CHINESE BRONZE COINS, MING
估价：$200 - $400
A group of four ancient Chinese bronze coins in round and oval shapes,
from Ming dynasty, largest diameter:5.6cm, weight: 87g.
起拍：$100
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202
民国 铜钱一组六枚
A GROUP OF ANTIQUE CHINESE BRONZE
COINS, REPUBLIC
估价：$200 - $400
A group of six antique Chinese bronze coins from
Republic Period, diameter:3.4cm, weight:75g.
起拍：$100

203
寿山石印章
A SHOUSHAN
STONE SEAL
估价：$200 - $300
A Shoushan stone
seal, of square section
surmounted by a carved
coiled sinuous chilong,
carved seal face, the body
in tansparent light grey
tone, 8cm x 2.1cm

205
民国 23 年 孙中山像帆船银币一
枚
A SILVER COIN ONE YUAN
REPUBLIC OF CHINA 1923

204
民国邮票四枚
FOUR STAMPS REPUBLIC PERIOD
估价：$100 - $200
A group of four stamps, 3.7cm x 2.7cm

估价：$300 - $500
A silver coin, China $1, Sun Yat Sen
image on one side, the reverse side
with sailboats, Republic of China
23 year, D:3.8cm, Weight: 65g with
case

起拍：$50

起拍：$200

起拍：$100

206
清 仿哥窑赏瓶
A GE TYPE VASE QING

估价：$400 - $600
A ge type vase, of globular body
connecting to a cylindrical
neck and a flared rim, the body
covered overall with a soft grey
glaze suffused with an irregular
network of black crackling and
golden threads, H: 26cm

207
晚清 竹雕笔筒
A BAMBOO CARVED
BRUSHPOT LATE QING
估价：$300 - $500
A bamboo brush pot, of
cylindrical body, the exterior is
engraved with landscape scene,
H: 15.3cm, D: 8.2cm
起拍：$200

208
清 青花竹林七贤托盘
A BLUE AND WHITE SEVEN FIGURES PLATE
QING
$300 - $500
A blue and white plate in rectangular shape, painted in
the theme of Seven Sages of the Bamboo Grove, 16cm
x 22.4cm
起拍：$200

起拍：$200
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209
清 銅鎏金嵌玉雙獅首帶扣
A CHINESE JADE-INSET GILTBRONZE BELT HOOK QING
估价：$1,500 - $2,000
The three pieces of rectangualr jade stone of
celadon tone, with gilt mounts, the middle
piece with beast head shaped hook, the
reservse with rectangular panels. L: 11.5cm

211
青玉鼻烟壶
JADE SNUFF BOTTLE W/
STOPPER
估价：$500 - $800
Of overall oval form, the body
carved with a megpie standing
on a plum blossom tree in low
relief, stone of celadon tone,
comes with a green stopper, H:
8cm

起拍：$800

210
18/19 世纪 红玉髓雕童子戏猫把件
A CHINESE CARNELIAN AGATE
CARVING 18TH/19TH C

起拍：$300

估价：$1,000 - $1,500
The child holding a fish and teasing his pet,
the stone with pink inclusions, 5cm long
起拍：$600

214
清 窑变釉铜锣洗 雍正年制款
A FLAMBE GLAZED BRUSH
WASHER YONGZHENG MARK
QING

212
清 绿釉觚式瓶
A CHINESE GREEN GLAZED
VASE GU
估价：$400 - $700

A vase, gu form, all decorated with an
even green glaze, H: 30cm
起拍：$200

213
清 孔雀蓝釉六方双耳瓶
A CHINESE PEACOCK BLUE VASE

估价：$600 - $1,000
A Chinese peacock blue vase, of hexagon
form, flanked by moulded lion dog handles,
applied with an even peacock blue glaze, the
unglazed base reveals the buff body, H: 24cm
起拍：$300
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估价：$400 - $700

A flambe glazed brush washer, with low
rounded sides, incurved at the mouth,
the recessed base with four character
YONGZHENGNIANZHI mark, D:9cm,
H:2.8cm
起拍：$200

216
民国 粉彩诗文人物鼻烟壶对 慎德
堂制
215
A PAIR OF FAMILLE ROSE
清 天蓝釉小赏瓶 大清乾隆年制款 SNUFF BOTTLES REPUBLIC P
A MINITURE SKYBLUE
SH
GLAZED VASE QIANLONG
估价：$200 - $300
MARK
A pair of famille rose porcelain snuff
估价：$500 - $800
A miniture sky blue glazed vase, six
character QIANLONG mark in blue at
the base, H:8cm

bottles, painted ancient figures on one
side, and Chinese poem on the other
side, three charater SHENDETANG
mark at the base, H: 8cm stopper.

起拍：$300

起拍：$100

217
瓷器小物件一组三件
A GROUP OF PORCELAIN ARTICLES
估价：$200 - $300
This group consists of a small famille rose
zhadou, a red sealing wax at the base; a small
blue and white jar painted with landscape,
with a wood cover and a famille rose stem
bowl, painted with red seal marks,six character
TONGZHI mark at the base, H:13cm
起拍：$100

218
粉彩人物碗两件 官窑内造 同治年制款
TWO FAMILLE ROSE FIGURES BOWLS
估价：$300 - $500
Two famille rose bowls, One painted with figures and poem
and the other painted with panels of Chinese character
"Happiness" and figures, GUANYAONEIZAO mark and
TONGZHINIANZHI mark at the base, D:11.6cm
起拍：$200

219
晚清 瓷器小物件三件
THREE PORCELAIN ARTICLES LATE QING
估价：$300 - $500
This group of porcelain articles consists of a famille rose kettle
painted with flowers and bird on green ground, two round gilt
decorated orange glaze cover boxes, H: 12cm; D:7.8cm
起拍：$200

220
晚清 鸦片灯和烟枪枪头
OPIUM LAMP AND OPIUM PIPE BOWL QING
估价：$500 - $800
Opium lamp and Zisha opium pipe bowl, H: 13cm
起拍：$300
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221
清 粉彩小罐带盖两个
TWO FAMILLE ROSE JARS WITH COVERS QING
估价：$200 - $400
Two famille rose jars with covers decorated with flowers and
mythical beast, the one in pink glaze with LIFUCHANGZAO
mark at the base, H: 13cm
起拍：$100

222
岫玉人物雕件一组
A GROUP OF HARDSTONE CARVED FIGURES
估价：$100 - $200
A group of four ancient fairy lady hardstone carved figures, two
figures come with fitted wood stands, H: 14.5cm

223
19 世纪 瓷器小物一组四件
FOUR FAMILLE ROSE PORCELAIN PIECES EARLY
REPUBLIC PERIOD
估价：$200 - $400
with an everted rim, incised around the exterior with lotus
flowers, with a wooden ribbed cover. D: 45.5cm
起拍：$100

起拍：$50

225
白瓷佛像两件
TWO WHITE GLAZE BUDDHAS
224
刻诗文铜墨盒
AN INCISED BRONZE INK BOX
估价：$300 - $500
The generously rounded baluster body
tapering towards a splayed foot, with a
lipped rim, the body incised scrolling
patterns and flowers. H: 22.5cm
起拍：$200
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估价：$400 - $700
This group consists of a white glaze Buddha
and a white glaze Guanyin statue, H:11.5cm
起拍：$200

226
人物雕件两件
TWO CARVED ANCIENT
FIGURES
估价：$400 - $700
This group consisits of a bronze ancient
General figure and a wood ancient civilian
figure, H:17.5cm
起拍：$200

TERMS & CONDITIONS
STUNNING ARTS GALLERY AND AUCTION INC AS AGENT
The lots listed in this catalog will be offered by Stunning Arts Gallery
and Auction Inc as owner or as agent for consignor(s) subject to the
following terms and conditions. By bidding at auction you agree to
be bound by these Conditions of Sale.
BEFORE THE AUCTION
Prospective buyers are strongly advised to personally examine
any property in which they are interested before the auction takes
place. All lots are sold “AS IS” and without recourse and neither
Stunning Arts Gallery and Auction Inc nor its consignor(s) makes
any warranties or representations, express or implied with respect to
such lots. No statement, whether written or oral, and whether made
in catalog, or in supplements to the catalog, an advertisement, a
bill of sale, a saleroom posting or announcement, the remarks of an
auctioneer, or otherwise, shall be deemed to create any warranty,
representation or assumption of liability. It is the responsibility of
prospective purchasers to inspect or have inspected each lot upon
which they wish to bid, relying upon their own advisers, and to bid
accordingly.
BIDDING IN THE SALE
Refusal of Admission Stunning Arts Gallery and Auction Inc has the
right, at our complete discretion, to refuse admission to the premises
or participation in any auction and to reject any bid.
Registration before Bidding
A prospective buyer must complete and sign a registration form
and provide identification before bidding. We require bank or other
financial references.
Bidding as Principal
To bid in person, the bidder will need to register for and collect a
numbered paddle before the auction begins. Proof of identity will be
required. Should you be the successful buyer of a lot, please ensure
that your paddle can be seen by the auctioneer and that it is your
number that is called out. All lots sold will be invoiced to the name
and address in which the paddle has been registered and cannot
be transferred to other names and addresses. When making a bid,
a bidder is accepting personal liability to pay the purchase price,
including the buyer ’s premium, all applicable taxes and all other
applicable charges
Absentee Bids
If the bidder cannot attend the auction, we will be happy to execute
written bids on your behalf. Absentee bids in writing must be
submitted to Stunning Arts Gallery and Auction Inc at least 24 hours
prior to the sale by letter or fax. In the event of identical bids, the
earliest received will take precedence.
Reserves
Each lot may be subject to an unpublished reserve which may be
changed at any time by agreement between the auctioneer and the
consignor.
Auctioneer’s Discretion
The auctioneer has the right at his or her absolute and sole
discretion to refuse any bid, to advance the bidding in such a
manner as he or she may decide, to withdraw any lot, and in the
case of error or dispute, and whether during or after the sale, to
determine the successful bidder, to continue the bidding, to cancel
the sale or to re-offer and resell the item in dispute. If any dispute
arises after the sale, our sale record is conclusive.

Ar ts Galler y and Auction Inc a buyer ’s premium and the
applicable sales tax added to the final total. Each lot sold is
subject to a premium of 20% of the successful bid price of each
lot up to and including $50,000 and 18% on any amount in
excess of $50,000 as part of the purchase price. Online bidding
is subject to a 23% buyers premium.
Deposit
The contact information provided by the purchase must be
accurate and true. The auctioneer reserves the right to request
a deposit to be provided before bidding and will be used
against any and all purchases made at the auction.
Taxes
Unless exempted by law, the buyer is required to pay HST
on the total purchase price including buyer ’s premium. For
international buyers, taxes are not applicable when purchases
are shipped out of countr y. Items shipped out of Ontario,
the buyer is required to pay taxes as per the tax status of that
province, whether is HST or GST.
Payment
Immediately after the purchase of a lot, the buyer shall pay
or undertake to the satisfaction of the auctioneer with respect
to payment of the whole or any part of the purchase price
requested by the auctioneer, failing which the auctioneer in his
sole discretion may cancel the sale, with or without re-offering
the item for sale.
The buyer shall pay for all lots within 7 business days from the
date of the sale, after which a late charge of 2% per month on
the total invoice may be incurred or the auctioneer, in his sole
discretion, may cancel the sale. The buyer shall not become the
owner of the lot until paid for in full. Items must be removed
within 10 days from the date of sale, after which storage charges
may be incurred.
Each lot purchased, unless the sale is cancelled as above,
shall be held by the auctioneer at his premises or at a public
warehouse at the sole risk of the buyer until fully paid for and
take away.
Payment for purchases must be by cash, INTERAC direct debit
(Canadian clients in person only), certified cheque (U.S. and
Overseas not applicable), bank draft, electronic transfer (fee
applies), and VISA or MASTER or AMERICAN EXPRESS card.
Should the item not be paid for within the time limit stated, the
auctioneer, without limitation of the rights of the consignor and
the auctioneer against the buyer, may resell any of the articles
affected.
SHIPPING
Shipping is provided at the buyers' expense. Stunning Arts
Gallery will provide a list of shippers. The purchased items will
be released with the buyers' written consent and until payment
has been made in full. Shipping, packing and handling is at the
entire risk of the buyer. SAG will have no liability of any loss or
damage to such items.

Successful Bid
The highest bidder acknowledged by the auctioneer will be
the purchaser. In the case of a tie bid, the winning bidder will
determined by the auctioneer at his or her sole discretion In
the event of a dispute between bidders, the auctioneer has final
discretion to determine the successful bidder or to re-offer the lot in
dispute.
AFTER THE SALE
Buyer’s Premium
In addition to the hammer price, the buyer agrees to pay Stunning
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竞投出价表 ABSENTEE/TELEPHONE BIDDING FORM

表格应以墨水笔填写，并电邮，邮寄或传真至本公司
FORMS SHOULD BE COMPLETED IN INK AND EMAILED, MAILED, OR FAXED TO THE AUCTION HOUSE

Name:
名字:
Phone:
联系电话:
Address:
地址:
City:
城市:
Credit Card Number：
信用卡号码：
Name on Card:
持卡人姓名：
Billing Address (if different):
账单邮寄地址:
IMPORTANT 重要事项

Telephone
Email:
电子邮件:

Province:
省:

NUMBER 编号

Postal Code:
邮编:
Expiry Date：
到期日期：
CVV:
卡后三位安全码:

DESCRIPTION 名称

MAXIMUM BID 最高竞投价

Please note that the execution of
written and telephone bids is
offered as an additional service for
no extra charge, and at the bidder’s
risk. It is undertaken subject to
Stunning Arts’ other commitments
at the time of auction, Stunning Arts,
therefore cannot accept liability for
failure to place such bids, whether
through negligence or otherwise. 请
注意书面及电话竞投是免费提供
之附加服务，风险由竞投人承
担，而该等服务会在本公司于拍
卖时其他承诺之限下进行；因
此，无论是由于疏忽或其他原因
引致，本公司无需就未能做出该
竞投承担责任。

DEPOSIT 押金
All absentee bidder and telephone
bidder are requested by Stunning
Arts to deliver to Stunning Arts a
deposit of CAD$2,000 or such higher
amount as may be determined by
Stunning Arts, and any financial
references, guarantees and/or such
other security as Stunning Arts may
required in its absolute discretion as
security for the bid. 本公司可要求电
话竞拍者以及最高单价竞拍者完成
预先登记程序及交付本公司 2,000
加币或其他由本公司决定之更大金
额的定金及任何财务状况证明，担
保或/及其他由本公司可全权酌情
决定要求的抵押作为参加本公司竞
投的保障。
The contract between the buyer and
the seller is concluded on the striking
of the auctioneer’s hammer, and
payment of the purchase price for
any lot and any buyer’s expenses is
due 7 business days after the
conclusion of the auction. 买家及卖
家之合约于拍卖官击锤时订立，而
阁下作为买家必须于拍卖会结束后
7 个工作日支付拍卖品之买入价及
任何买家费用。

Absentee

CAD$
CAD$
CAD$
CAD$
CAD$
CAD$
CAD$

TELEPHONE NUMBER DURING THE SALE 拍卖联络电话：

FOR WRITTEN/FIXED BIDS 书面竞投


Bids will be executed for the lowest price as is permitted by other bids or reserves. 竞投将以尽可能低之价格进行



Where appropriate your written bids will be rounded down to the nearest amount consistent with the auctioneer’s
bidding increments. 如适当时，阁下之书面竞投价将会被大概调整至最接近拍卖官递增之竞投金额

FOR TELEPHONE BIDS 电话竞投


Please clearly specify the telephone number on which you may be reached at the time of the sale, including the
country code. We will call you from the saleroom shortly before your lot is offered. 请清楚注明于拍卖期间可联络阁
下之电话号码，包括国家号码。我们会于阁下之拍卖品竞投前致电给阁下。

I agree that I am bound by the Condition of Business for Buyer and the Authenticity Guarantee which care published in the
catalogue for the sale on purchases at auction that I make. If any bid is successful, I agree that all sales are subjected to a 20%
buyer’s premium added to the hammer price, 18% on any bids over CAD $ 50,000. 本人同意接受图册内列明之给卖家的规则及
保证书，是次拍卖会上的一切交易均受以上条款所约束。若竞投成功，本人愿意支付附加成交价之上的 20%买家佣金，或
以 50,000 加币以上成交的拍品之 18%的买家佣金。
I consent to the use of this information and any other information obtained by Stunning Arts Gallery and Auction in accordance
with the Guide for Absentee Bidders and Conditions of Business. I am aware that all telephone bid lines may be recorded. 本人同
意 Stunning Arts Gallery and Auction 使用本人资料及根据给委托竞投者指引与给买家业务规则内而取得至其他资料。本人
明白所有电话竞投会被录音。
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DATE 日期
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